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Dear Michael

Australian National Power (ANP) appreciated the opportunity to comment on your
draft determination, Amendments to the National Electricity Market, Network and
Distribution Resources. ANP’s single concern is the transfer of responsibilities and
accountabilities between the IRPC and the TNSP as detailed in your
recommendations. 

During the course of any project the proponents have responsible for the economic
evaluation of the said project and must demonstrate to the investors that the project
meets set hurdle rates. This is the model been proposed for the network service
providers with the only difference being they will be making economic evaluations
for regulated assets. The issue becomes; who will represent the publics’ best interest
to ensure that any proposed regulated network investment is the most technical and
economically efficient alternative available. 

Since before the start of the National Electricity Market one such project has been
unsuccessful in achieving regulatory status under an environment where the
proponent TNSP was not responsible for the economic evaluation. Their relentless
pursuit of regulatory status highlights the bias they have toward this project and their
ignorance to better alternatives out there. I understand that the TNSP is preparing yet
another application for the project even after two failures It is hard to imagine the
TNSP being more partial in relation to this project if their responsibilities where
increased as recommended. 

The project in question is the South Australian- New South Wales Interconnector
(SNI) as its now known and the proponent TNSP is Transgrid. ANP’s concern is not
primarily the evident risk of a biased evaluation process, but rather the risk that the
best options will not be discovered and brought forward for analysis.

The recent Inter-regional Planning Committee stage 2 report into SNI highlighted for
ANP the dangers of transferring the economic evaluation from the IRPC to the TNSP
on this occasion. Our specific concerns can be summaries by the following:
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• SNI as a relatively uneconomic alternative should be put forward repeatedly
indicates a highly parochial attitude to transmission planning,

•  Through the SNI process a more economic alternative, such as Snowy-Vic
augmentation, was not uncovered from which to compare SNI to, but simply
happened to coincide with the SNI process due to a separate project initiated by
the Victorian Government,

• This (more economic) alternative is not obvious, but rather is subtle and complex.
It appears that it would not have been uncovered except by a directed analysis by
experts in transmission planning.

Consequently, ANP’s principle concern is in relation to the proposed changes to
institutional roles and procedures. The current role of the IRPC has been unable to
identify the most economic alternative hence ANP is unclear how the new
arrangements will improve the process. The proposed changes would, in our view,
significantly increase this risk and generally unbeneficial to the public.

The new role proposed for the IRPC, as we interpret it, focuses on the technical
performance of the defined projects, and not on the search for more economic
alternatives. While under the Commission’s required change to the Code a proponent
TNSP would need to give some consideration to alternatives outside their area, there
is good reason to fear that this examination will lack the enthusiasm and commitment
needed to uncover non-obvious solutions as experienced through the SNI project.

Thus, while we note that the Commission has recognised and attempted to deal with
this issue, we believe, on the basis of the serious deficiencies now revealed, that the
problem is too serious and too deep-seated to be resolved by measures that the
Commission has proposed.

We propose that the Commission should reject this change to institutional roles and
procedures on the following grounds;

• The proposed changes lead away from a competitive model

• Planning of interconnectors is not relevant to TNSP accountability as they are
responsible for networks within a region and not adjoining regions.

• Mismatch between changed roles and the underlying technology where the
TNSP only models their network while the NEM is an integrated network.

The points above focus on the issue of whether or not the Commission should approve
the above mentioned Code change in relation to institutional roles and procedures.
ANP suggest that significant changes to the provision of network services to the
market will be required over time, and the proposed Code change should therefore be
rejected in light of those longer-term goals.

An alternative model worth considering for achieving the longer term goals for
interconnect planning and development that will circumvent current deficiencies
experience with SNI project are:

• A body, independent of all network asset owners, with the role of planning
interconnection augmentation over the whole national market



• This body would be required to conduct its planning using the regulatory test, and
its decisions would be subject to review and appeal processes involving market
participants,

• Approved augmentation projects would be offered by open tender on a build, own
and operate basis

• The project definition and tender process would need to be sufficiently rigorous
that the Commission could accept that the resulting charges be recovered through
TUOS without need for further regulatory review

In summary ANP does not support the ACCC view that results in TNSP’s being given
higher discretion when evaluation regulated networks. If you have any questions in
relation to these comments, please call myself on telephone number 03 9617 8410.

Yours sincerely

Michael Downey
Market Development Manager


